
Why use workstation logging-
software?
Reports claim that popular social networking sites are costing UK busi-
nesses £123 million each day in lost productivity.  A major study into 
how British workers use the internet found that at least 233 million 
hours of working time is spent on such sites each month.

CedeTracker helps employers maintain high levels of productivity by 
tracking computer use.  CedeTracker captures frequent screen shots 
of desktop activity and stores them in encrypted, searchable logs.  
Employees receive warnings that computer activity is being constantly 
monitored while employers are able to search logs for evidence of 
computer misuse.  Logs can be stored centrally or on individual com-
puters.
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Introducing: CedeTracker
Workstation activity and content auditing.
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Requirements:

Windows 2000, Windows XP-
Professional (all versions) and 
Home.

Windows 2003 Server, Windows 
Vista (all versions)

Other CedeSoft Products:

CedeSafe - Real-time hard 
disc  encryption for your files.

CedeTracker - Centralised 
logging of PC activity and IP 
traffic.

CedeCom - Secure messaging 
(IM) and broadcast facility for 
the enterprise.

CedeSMS - Secure messag-
ing for existing devices.

Why CedeTracker?
CedeTracker™ accommodates OS platforms in the MS environments, 
UNIX and Linux based networks or infrastructures, is placed on 
individual PCs and notes, logs and encrypts traffic. Every screen usage 
is captured in 3 minute intervals in 8 bits, stored in an encrypted file on 
the users PC, or on a central server.

Simplified Auditing
Viewing of the log files is only possible via a viewing tool deployed to IT
or HR or the owner of the computer. The images are time/date stamped
and searchable. The logs include all keyboard input and all window titles.

Easy To Deploy Across Organisations
Whilst similar products may be expensive and time consuming to install 
and deploy, CedeTracker is competitively priced, installs in seconds 
requiring little disk space or memory and has little impact on work 
environments or on performance. 

CedeTracker can be easily deployed across an entire enterprise using 
existing deployment mechanisms such as Group Policy, Microsoft SMS 
or third-party products

CedeTracker:

• Not memory or hard drive/server space intensive
• Secure logging of Desktop Activity on selected workstations
• Facilitates remote access to Desktop Activity log
• Creates logs that are date stamped for easy searching
• Easy to deploy the ‘Logging Agent’ from centralised IT
• Low processor power
• Built to significantly compress screen shots

.  

Powered by CedeCrypt – effective security 
made simple.

For more information please visit our web site below:


